Eradicating hunger and malnutrition is a key development goal of the twenty first century. This paper addresses the problem of optimally identifying seed varieties to reliably increase crop yield within a risk-sensitive decision making framework. Specifically, a novel hierarchical machine learning mechanism for predicting crop yield (the yield of different seed varieties of the same crop) is introduced. This prediction mechanism is then integrated with a weather forecasting model and three different approaches for decision making under uncertainty to select seed varieties for planting so as to balance yield maximization and risk. The model was applied to the problem of soybean variety selection given in the 2016 Syngenta Crop Challenge. The prediction model achieved a median absolute error of 235 kg/ha and thus provides good estimates for input into the decision models. The decision models identified the selection of soybean varieties that appropriately balance yield and risk as a function of the farmer's risk aversion level. More generally, the models can support farmers in decision making about which seed varieties to plant.
Introduction
Nearly 800 million people-one-ninth of the world's population-go to bed hungry every night and one person in three suffers from some form of malnutrition (World Food Programme 2017) . In the coming decades, this problem is likely to be exacerbated by growing populations, changing climate, and environmental stressors (International Food Policy Research Institute 2017) . Eradicating hunger and malnutrition is thus one of the 17 Global Goals for Sustainable Development adopted by the United Nations in 2015 (United Nations 2015) .
Means for improving food security include expanding arable land, increasing cropping intensity, and improving crop yield. This paper focuses on the latter. Specifically, the problem of optimally identifying seed varieties to increase crop yield within a risk-sensitive decision making framework is addressed. This research was performed as part of the Syngenta Crop Challenge, which focuses on developing and applying innovations in analytics to address the problem of worsening worldwide hunger (Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences 2016). The goal of the 2016 Syngenta Crop Challenge was to use data on soil properties, seed varieties, and weather patterns to develop a model to determine the soybean varieties that farmers should plant in the next year to reliably reduce risk and increase yields (Syngenta 2016) . Approximately 325 million metric tons of soybeans were grown worldwide in 2014, with significant amounts of production in North America, South America, and Asia ( Fig. 1 ) (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 2015).
In recent decades, technological advancements have been a key driver of change in agriculture. In the late 1990s, increasing civilian use of global positioning systems (GPSs) enabled farmers to monitor yields and soil nutrients in fields at a fine scale. This sparked the rapid development of so-called "precision agriculture" (Australian Center for Precision Agriculture 2010), which aims to increase farming efficiency, productivity, and profitability via integrated information-based farming systems. More recently, due to the explosion of available data, prescriptive planting (one part of precision agriculture) that delivers data-driven planting plans has become a subject of significant interest, particularly for major agriculture companies (Bunge 2014) .
Data-driven planting plans rely on projections of crop yield. A number of researchers have studied the problem of improving agriculture production forecasts via machine learning methods. For example, Sujjaviriyasup and Pitiruek (2013) utilized an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model and a support vector machine to forecast Thailand's white shrimp and chicken production, and Gandhi et al. (2016) used an artificial neural network to predict rice crop yield in India's Maharashtra state. Less work has been done on the development of prescriptive planting plans that use such forecasts. Kumar et al. (2015) constructed a heuristic approach for selecting a sequence of crops to plant over a season and Rajak et al. (2017) proposed the use of a naive rule-based system for crop planting recommendations. These and other papers that develop prescriptive planting plans focus on maximizing expected yield, and do not consider the issue of potential variance in crop yield. In contrast, we develop a method for forecasting crop yield which we integrate into a decision model that balances yield and risk as a function of the farmer's risk aversion level. Our contribution is thus an integrated system of prediction and decision making.
The goals of our analysis were twofold: (1) to provide a general method for seed variety selection for seeds of a single crop (e.g., corn, soybeans)-and thus the development of planting plans-that takes into account soil and regional information as well as uncertain factors such as weather;
(2) to develop a model to support farmers in local decision making about which soybean varieties to plant in the next year (the Syngenta Crop Challenge).
To understand the underlying mechanism of seed variety yield, we constructed a two-layer hierarchical model that separates the task of variety yield prediction into two parts: the prediction of check yield (which is defined as the average yield of the crop in a site) and the prediction of variety ratio (which is defined as variety yield divided by check yield).
We utilized machine learning techniques to build and adapt the models. We predicted the yield of each seed variety based on available data. To minimize the potential influence of data imbalance (where some seed varieties have many samples of yield but others have few samples), we developed a data augmentation method. The machine learning method combined with the data augmentation method allowed us to identify the seed varieties that maximize expected yield, based on knowledge of soil and region attributes.
We used an empirical Monte Carlo sampling method to predict yield under weather uncertainty. We captured uncertainty due to other contributing factors, such as seed quality, farming skills, pests, and diseases, using the residual errors of the variety prediction model.
Finally, we developed three decision making models for selecting varieties. The models aim to optimize a combination of expected yield and risk. Risk was defined as variation of actual crop yield from expected yield (which is influenced by weather and other sources of uncertainty such as seed quality, farming skills, pests, and diseases). The models are:
(1) a utility function model with a risk aversion parameter chosen by the decision maker;
(2) a model that maximizes yield subject to a controlled level of risk determined by the decision maker; and (3) a robust optimization model in which the goal is to maximize the -quantile of yield.
A description of the models is presented in Sect. 2. Section 3 presents the results of an empirical study applying the models to the Syngenta dataset to select soybean varieties for planting. Section 4 concludes with discussion.
Methodology
The model consists of two parts: (1) a variety yield prediction scheme, built using machine learning techniques and (2) a decision making under uncertainty framework for selecting an optimal mix of varieties based on solving an optimization problem that relies on the yield prediction model.
Variety yield prediction model
We built a two-layer hierarchical model for variety yield prediction, as shown in Fig. 2 . The bottom layer contains four attributes: weather, soil, region, and variety. Notably, soil, region, and variety are fixed attributes, while weather is a random attribute. In the middle layer, to reflect the production level of a given site, the check yield CY is introduced as the average yield of all varieties of the crop in that site. The variety ratio R, which is variety yield Y divided by check yield CY, reflects the relative expected yield of each variety in that site. However, variety yield Y is also influenced by other factors Z that include effects from all the unknown factors that might contribute to the variety yield but were not measured in the dataset, such as farmer's expertise, quality of seeds, and pests and diseases.
In this hierarchical model, the variety yield Y is represented as where
Here v is the index for seed variety.
During the training phase, a single learner F was trained to predict the check yield and variety-specific learners G v for prediction of variety ratios. At test time, predictions were done in a bottom-up fashion, obtaining a final prediction for variety yield. Weather attributes were regarded as unknown (and modeled as random) when planning for the following year. Additional effects Z not explicitly included in the dataset were also modeled as random.
Decision models for variety selection
In the yield prediction model, the random variables Y v represent the variety yield of the v-th variety (v = 1, … , N) . Here N is the total number of seed varieties. We introduced a decision variable p = (p 1 , … , p N ) to denote the fraction of each seed variety v that would be planted, together with the constraint that Σ N v=1 p v = 1 . We formulated the decision making problem of choosing a variety mix p that balances expected yield with risk of low yield using three different models. The expectation of the yield Y was denoted as , the covariance matrix of Y as Σ , and the sets of constraints on p as .
• Utility function model:
In this model, a utility function U is formulated with respect to the choice of p, based on the expected yield and the variance of yield. The goal is to maximize expected crop yield minus a weighted function of the yield variance. The parameter ( ≥ 0 ) reflects risk aversion and R = G v (weather, soil, region) .
Fig. 2
Hierarchical yield prediction model. Weather, soil, and region attributes are used to predict check yield for a given site (field), as well as variety ratios, which are then combined with other random attributes to produce a final variety yield estimate is chosen by the decision maker. When = 0 , the decision maker is risk indifferent and expected yield is maximized. As increases above zero, risk aversion increases. • Controlled-risk yield maximization model:
Under this formulation, expected crop yield is maximized subject to a maximum allowable yield variance ( > 0 ). When is large enough, the constraint is not binding and thus expected yield is maximized. As decreases, risk aversion increases. • Robust optimization model:
In this model, yield is treated as a random variable, y, and its -quantile ( ∈ [0, 1] ) is maximized. In other words, an allocation p is searched for such that the farmer can obtain yield y with probability 1 − . As approaches 1, expected yield is maximized. As decreases, risk sensitivity increases. When is near zero, the model maximizes the minimum yield that can be obtained.
It is straightforward to convert the first two decision models into integer programs and solve them using a solver such as CPLEX (IBM 2017). The third model is more complicated to solve. For this model, we developed an efficient heuristic algorithm, provided in Appendix 1. The algorithm builds lists of variety combinations in a greedy fashion: First the variety is chosen that maximizes y subject to the quantile constraint. Then an additional variety is added to maximize the incremental improvement in y subject to the constraint. The process continues until no more varieties can be added.
Application to Syngenta crop challenge
This section describes the application of the models to the Syngenta dataset to identify the soybean varieties that should be planted in the next year. The Syngenta dataset contained information on 182 soybean varieties in 117 sites over 7 years (from 2008 to 2014). The dataset provided information on 30 attributes, listed in Appendix Table 8 . The dataset contained approximately 34,000 entries.
(2) max
Fixed and random attributes for the yield prediction model
In Fig. 2 , the bottom layer includes both fixed attributes (soil, region, variety) and random attributes (weather). Information on each of the fixed attributes was provided in the Syngenta dataset:
• Soil (16 attributes): sand, silt, clay, pH value, etc. • Region (6 attributes): longitude, latitude, probability of growing soybeans, etc. • Variety (1 attribute): the variety type index.
There are two classes of random attributes: weather and other factors (Z). Weather attributes are very important in the yield prediction process. We developed an empirical Monte Carlo resampling procedure using historical weather data. This procedure generated random weather attribute samples based on location, climate, and weather types. All of the other unknown factors that might affect the yield were incorporated into a single attribute (Z) which was a collection of residual errors for each variety from prediction model. This attribute can be interpreted as the noise of variety yield. The attribute Z was defined as variety-specific based on the observations that yield can vary even in the same site with the same variety, and some varieties inherently have a larger yield variance than others.
Thus, the random attributes were as follows:
• Weather (6 attributes): precipitation, radiation, and temperature in the year of experiments (random) and their historical medians (fixed). • Other factors (1 attribute): variety-specific random variable.
To categorize the soybean varieties and to predict check yield, 28 of the above 30 attributes-those relating to soil, region, and weather-were utilized (see Fig. 2 . For these tasks, variety was taken as fixed, and the variety-specific random variable Z that captures the non-weather random factors was not included. For the prediction of variety yield using our hierarchical model, the random variable Z was additionally included (and variety was taken as fixed).
Data selection, soybean variety categorization, and data augmentation
The Syngenta dataset was heavily imbalanced: some varieties had more than 1000 experimental trials while others had far less. To predict the variety ratio, we need to train the learner for each variety. The learner would be unreliable if trained with very few samples. In total, 182 varieties were included in the training dataset based on the cross-validation split. Table 1 shows the distribution of the number of samples available for these 182 varieties. To avoid prediction errors due to insufficient number of samples, we considered only the 80 most frequent varieties in the dataset. The least commonly used variety in this subset had 30 samples in the training set (according to our cross-validation split). A large proportion of the 80 candidate varieties had very few samples compared to others. The top 10 varieties had at least 600 samples, whereas the bottom 10 varieties had fewer than 35 samples. To alleviate this issue, we introduced a data augmentation scheme to make the learner more stable and to reduce the test error. The idea was to utilize "similar" varieties to assist the training process. Figure 3 shows the correlation matrix of attributes and soybean variety yields. If a group of attributes and varieties are clustered horizontally or vertically, there exists a strong similarity among them that could be informative and helpful in practice. Large clusters are evident in Fig. 3 , indicating strong correlation between attributes and variety yields and suggesting potential categorization of soybean varieties.
A close look at the rows (variety yields) reveals clusters of related attributes. A hierarchical representation of the clusters is provided along the top of Fig. 3 . For instance, precipitation (PREC), top soil pH (CONUS_PH), soil sand content (ISRIC_SAND), and soil type 2 (soil2) display a similar pattern of correlations with the yield of all varieties. This information is useful because it suggests alternative ways of improving variety yield: for example, one could change attributes such as top soil pH instead of precipitation, a factor that is beyond the farmer's control.
A hierarchical representation of varieties is shown on the left side of Fig. 3 . For instance, varieties 191, 188, 127, and 9 represent a potential cluster, as they have similar correlation signs over almost all the attributes. In the color plot, a number of "blocks" occur in the rightmost and middle columns, hinting at similarities among certain varieties. This information could be used to validate our method for grouping soybean varieties.
To obtain a grouping of the varieties, we used k-means clustering (Knox 2018) . We used this grouping method because it is easy to interpret, it works well even if some of the assumptions (e.g., balanced cluster size within the dataset and spherically shaped joint distribution of features in each cluster) are not met, and it is computationally fast and efficient. The number of categories was determined by plotting the within group sum of squares, as shown in Fig. 4 . We used the elbow method to determine the number of clusters because it is simple and easy to interpret. For k < 12 , the within group sum of squares continued to decrease as k increased; for k > 12 , the decrease was relatively small. Based on this, 12 clusters were selected. The set of soybean varieties in each cluster is shown in Table 2 .
We compared these groupings with 12 clusters generated using hierarchical clustering with Ward's minimum variance method (details in Appendix 3). Results were not materially different: the majority of the groups obtained using k-means clustering were the same as or very similar to those obtained using hierarchical clustering.
To account for the fact that some of the 80 considered soybean varieties had far fewer samples than others, the following data augmentation procedure was used: during training, if a variety had fewer than 200 samples, the data were augmented by randomly sampling from varieties in the same category. Additionally, for the attribute CONUS_PH (top soil pH), samples for which this value was missing were removed. For the attribute RM_BAND (relative maturity band, a measure of when in the growing season the variety matures), a random forest model was trained to predict its value from other attributes and the missing values were imputed by doing prediction. A 3:1:1 split of the Syngenta data set was used to create the training, validation, and test datasets. All the performance statistics below are reported on the test set.
Yield prediction

Check yield prediction
Check yield indicates the current production level of all varieties in a given site, which can be treated as the reference point for a specific site-year combination. In our model (Fig. 2) , predicted check yield serves as a building block for the prediction of variety-specific yield in the same setting.
For the check yield prediction process, we considered several different machine learning models, including linear regression, decision tree models, and neural network models (Knox 2018) . The architecture we chose for the neural network models is a fully connected network, and we used cross-validation to select the number of layers (2/3/4) and the number of nodes in each layer (4/8/16). We used a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function since it is computationally inexpensive and will accelerate convergence of the stochastic gradient descent (Krizhevsky et al. 2012) .
Based on its performance, a random forest model was chosen for the check yield prediction. The root mean squared errors (RMSE) on the test set are reported in Table 3 . The baseline model simply utilized the mean check yield for all samples as a prediction. With 77.7% of the error explained, the random forest model provided reasonably accurate predictions.
To better evaluate performance, the values of each attribute were randomly permuted to see how much the check yield prediction error would increase. As shown in Fig. 5 , weather attributes, namely Temperature (Temp), Precipitation (Prec), and Radiation (Rad), increased the root mean squared errors (RMSE) by 40.35, 39.78, and 36.62% , respectively. This result suggests that prediction of Temperature, Precipitation, and Radiation for the next growing year is highly significant for predicting the check yield. For this reason, the weather attributes were taken as random variables rather than using a deterministic prediction. Aside from weather attributes, the next two most important attributes were Longitude ( 28.13% ) and Latitude ( 24.97% ) of the sites. Sites with low latitude (towards the equator) and low longitude (towards the west) tended to have higher check yield.
Variety ratio prediction
Variety ratio was taken as the ratio of the expected yield of a given variety in a given site to the average yield of all varieties in the site. Ideally, this quantity is calculated as variety yield∕check yield (i.e., R = Y∕CY ). The baseline for comparison was to predict all the ratios as 1, which meant simply using the check yield prediction as the variety yield. A similar comparison was performed based the RMSE.
Fig. 5
Attribute importance in check yield prediction: To measure the importance of the i-th attribute, the values of that attribute in the test set were randomly permuted and the percentage increase in root mean squared error (RMSE) was measured. Based on this, a random forest model was chosen to predict the variety ratio. Figure 6 shows the performance of this method on the test set. This was a relatively difficult prediction task: on average, the RMSE was reduced by 20.8% compared to using a variety yield ratio of 1 for all varieties.
Variety yield prediction
By multiplying the prediction of check yield and variety ratio, a predictor of variety yield (i.e., Y = CY × R ) was obtained. Table 4 shows the performance of several variety yield prediction methods. The Baseline model simply predicted the variety yield as the mean yield of all samples. The Check model predicted variety yield as the check yield. The One-Layer model directly predicted the variety yield with the bottom layer in Fig. 2 (by training variety-specific learners), while the Two-Layer model was the full model shown in Fig. 2 . The Two-Layer DA model additionally employed the data augmentation scheme described above. Table 4 shows that the introduction of the middle layer improved the prediction accuracy. Prediction accuracy was further improved by use of our data augmentation scheme, demonstrating its success in dealing with the data imbalance problem. In terms of absolute errors, our model (the Twolayer DA model) obtained a median error of 235 kg/ha and a mean error of 295 kg/ha. In other words, our variety yield prediction on average would lie in a range of ±260 kg/ha of the true yield.
As illustrated in Fig. 7 , the prediction root mean squared errors varied significantly by variety types. For some varieties, the predictor performed well but for other varieties the residual error was quite large. This phenomenon might be caused by the nature of soybean varieties: some have stable yields while others are more likely to be affected by uncertain factors, including not only weather, but also factors such as farming skills, seed quality, pests, and diseases (captured by our random attribute Z). In our decision models, the random attribute Z was introduced by sampling Gaussian noise for the variety yield that was proportional to these RMSEs.
Variety selection
We used our variety yield prediction model along with information about the uncertain attributes to select soybean varieties to plant in the next year in a given site. This site, in the US midwest, was specified in the Syngenta Crop Challenge. We applied the three decision models introduced in Sect. 2.2. The goal was to choose a vector p such that up to 5 entries of p can be non-zero ( ||p|| 0 ≤ 5 ) with allowable increments of 10% for the fraction of each variety selected. The Baseline model predicted the variety yields as the mean of all yields; the Check model predicted variety yield with check yield; the One-Layer model was a single layer model without the middle layer in Fig. 2; the Two-Layer model reflected the full model in Fig. 2;  and Since the weather conditions for the next year are unknown, weather attributes w i (i = 1, … , M) were randomly sampled from historical data of sites around the target site. A total of M = 500 random samples were created. For each weather attribute w i and variety type v j , the yield Y ij was calculated by multiplying the check yield prediction and variety ratio prediction. A Gaussian noise proportional to the prediction error of each variety (as in Fig. 6 ) was added to characterize the fact that some varieties have more predictable yield than others.
The weather time series data included the past eight years' summation of precipitation, radiation, and temperature values. Classical parametric models for time series prediction such as an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model did not yield a parametric fit for the weather data. As described in Appendix 4, we also considered different machine learning methods to predict temperature, precipitation, and radiation in the next year. We found that a random forest model using the data from 2008 to 2013 achieved nearly perfect performance in predicting 2014 weather attributes. However, because of natural annual variability in weather (in this case, 2008 was a particularly cool and wet year compared to subsequent years), such a model might not predict 2015 weather as well if data for only the past six years were used (i.e., if the 2008 data were excluded).
We chose to use a non-parametric sampling method to generate weather predictions as such a method is likely to be more robust to extreme weather than a random forest model. Moreover, we wanted to have a range of possible values for weather, reflecting natural uncertainty, rather than a single predicted value. Thus we developed an empirical weather attribute sampling scheme. The idea was to generate samples from historical data on sites that were either near the target site or that shared the same climate type as the target site. A Euclidean distance search was first used to identify the 20 nearest neighbors of the target site. Then sites that shared the same climate type were identified. The historical data from these "similar" sites were accumulated and random samples were drawn from them as weather attribute samples for the next year.
With the empirical random samples Y, the expected return and Σ were estimated as the covariance matrix. For the robust optimization model (3), the empirical data Y were treated as the true distribution and the empirical quantiles based on Y were maximized.
Results from each of the three decision models are presented in Tables 5, 6, and 7, respectively. For a low level of risk aversion, all three models favored variety V41 (the utility function model also included 10% of variety V44). As the risk aversion level increased (moving toward the rightmost column in each table), the optimal choice for all three models became more conservative: a combination of varieties became optimal, rather than just the variety with the largest expected yield. With a higher level of risk aversion, all three models included variety V124. The utility function Fig. 7 Performance of variety ratio prediction: Each bar of the plot represents a variety; 80 variety ratio predictors were trained. The red bars reflect the error reduction and blue bars represent the residual error. and controlled-risk yield maximization models also included varieties V41 and V44, and the utility function model additionally included V43. As risk aversion increased, expected yield decreased slightly. It should be noted that from our k-means cluster analysis (Table 2) , varieties V41 and V44 were categorized in the same cluster, and varieties V43 and V124 were categorized together in a different cluster. The yield risk was hedged by combining several varieties. The three decision models selected various combinations of the varieties V41, V43, V44, and V124. Figure 8 plots the mean and variance of yield for all 80 soybean varieties. The decision models selected varieties from the right bottom corner of Fig. 8 where points have high yield and relatively low variance. For a low level of risk aversion, the models selected variety V41, which had the highest expected yield of all varieties. As risk aversion increased, the models selected variety V44, which had almost the same yield as variety V41 but higher variance; then variety V124, which had lower yield and higher variance; and finally variety V43 (selected by the utility function model) which had lower yield but also lower variance.
After comparing the results from the three decision models, a combination of the varieties V124, V41, and V44 was recommended with a proportion of (0.2, 0.6, 0.2) as the planting plan for the selected site for the next year. These varieties appear to provide a good balance between expected yield and variance, as indicated in Fig. 8 .
Discussion
This paper has addressed the problem of decision making for seed variety selection. Our hierarchical approach combining machine learning with a weather forecasting procedure allows for accurate prediction of the yield of different seed varieties in a given site. We developed three decision models for selecting varieties that balance yield maximization and risk given the farmer's risk aversion level. The prediction and decision models can support farmers in decision making about which seed varieties to plant in the next year.
For the Syngenta dataset, our prediction model generated estimates of yield that were within ±260 kg/ha (or approximately 7% ) of the true yield. The three decision models identified similar varieties for similar levels of risk aversion, thus providing a clear direction for variety selection.
Our analysis focused on the problem of seed variety selection. However, our modeling approach provides additional information that can support farmers with other decisions. For example, our prediction method identifies how soil attributes affect crop yield. This could be used as a basis for decisions regarding soil amendment. Our prediction method also identifies how weather, soil, and region attributes affect yield. This information could be used to assist in selecting promising sites for future farmland. Our clustering method provides information about seed varieties that have similar yield characteristics in a given site. This information could be used heuristically to select alternate seed varieties for a given site (for example, if a particular variety is not available).
Our work has several limitations. We used k-means clustering to group seed varieties. Other ways to identify clusters for this dataset could also be explored. We used different machine learning models to predict the check yield and variety ratio, and the final hierarchical model is based on the best-performing random forest model. However, the model selection process was not and could never be exhaustive. Additionally, even though intensive sampling was performed on the weather attributes W and other factors Z, our results might be sensitive to certain model assumptions, such as number of clusters chosen for data augmentation, the threshold for including/excluding certain varieties, and the prediction model choices. These remain as promising areas for further research. Data analytics, simulation, and optimization have been successfully applied in a variety of business applications. Here these techniques were applied to a critical problem in agriculture. Our work provides a simple and effective way to support farmers in selecting seed variety combinations that can reliably increase crop yield, which in turn can help to reduce hunger and malnutrition around the world. V135, V137 10 V98, V107, V109, V121, V122, V130, V193 11 V39, V42, V43, V44, V45, V47, V51, V52, V124, V182, V185, V187 12 V48, V87, V92, V101, V104, V192, V195 of the simple structure of the data. The performance is summarized in Table 10 . The random forest model achieved nearly perfect performance in predicting 2014 weather attributes. However, in this dataset, the weather attributes in 2008 were significantly different from the remaining years. The average (temperature, precipitation, radiation) values across all sites in 2008 were (188.7, 3417.5, 516 .1) whereas the averages from 2009 to 2014 were (3475.6, 631.7, 1082051) . The year 2008 was particularly cold and wet with less sun radiation; all other years (2009-2014) had more or less similar measurements between each other. If we chose to use such model, we would need to use six measurements from 2009 to 2014 to predict values for 2015, removing the 2008 data and adding the 2014 data, which would likely predict inaccurate values for 2015. We chose instead to use our non-parametric sampling methods to generate weather predictions as such a method is likely to be more robust to extreme weather than the random forest model. Additionally, we wanted to have a range of possible values for weather, reflecting natural uncertainty, rather than a single predicted value. 
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